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Executive Summary
Speech Analytics is a key component of an organization’s Business Discovery strategy. As organizations strive to identify 

the key drivers affecting their business, they are looking for an intelligent, automatic way to objectively understand why 

their customers buy products, what new features they’re looking for, how to take costs out of the business and more.  

Many organizations have turned to Speech Analytics for analyzing customer feedback to supplement CRM transactional 

and financial data, which tell you what’s happening with the business, but doesn’t do a great job of uncovering the 

underlying causes of emerging or lasting patterns.

Customer feedback comes in many forms; a response to an in-store survey, a product review on the website, comments 

to a contact center agent or an email to customer service, to name a few. The most common element is that most of 

the feedback is unstructured information that traditional search and analytics technologies will have difficulty capturing 

and processing. The challenge is to identify actionable patterns that may be emerging over a series of interactions across 

multiple direct or indirect channels.  

Intelligent and scalable Speech Analytics solutions can overcome these challenges to offer insights from activity across all 

customer interactions. Despite the excitement that surrounds it, Speech Analytics isn’t always completely understood or 

correctly implemented. However, organizations can optimize their Speech Analytics implementation strategy to realize the 

promise of this exciting technology, by starting with these 7 best practices.

Best Practice #1: Prioritize Efforts
Ensure that your goals mirror the objectives of the greater organization. For example, if your company is facing competitive 

pricing pressures that are eroding its margins, use Speech Analytics to identify those interactions where price influenced 

customer behavior. Next, perform a deeper analysis on those interactions, to identify factors that differentiate your product 

and justify a price premium or limitations that justify lowering your prices or making additional investments to catch up 

with the competition. Focusing on the highest priorities allows for quick wins and increased visibility for your program, 

across the organization.

Best Practice #2: Think Contextually to Get to the 
Root Cause
Many speech analytics systems are built to help users find what their looking for. This requires users to build searches 

using specific terms, which limits the results to recordings that contain these terms, even if other terms may return relevant 

results. Advanced speech analytics systems, like Autonomy Explore, overcome this challenge by understanding the context 

of the conversation to return the most relevant results. Realize a quick ROI from these advanced systems by building an 

initial high level search and let it uncover issues of which you might not have otherwise been aware, and then simply 

refine searches to get to the root cause. 

. 
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Best Practice #3: Integrate 
Speech Analytics with your 
Quality Monitoring Process
When used correctly, analytics significantly reduces your Quality Monitoring 

efforts. Supervisors can use analytics to identify the best calls to review, 

based on your agents’ strengths or organizational requirements. For example, 

an intelligent analytics application can be used to instantly find all sales calls 

that didn’t end in a sale, for agents with low conversion rates, over a given 

time period. This sure beats having your supervisors blindly listen to random 

calls, hoping to find the right one.

Best Practice #4: Think 
Holistically for a Complete View 
of the Customer
Your initial rational for investing in a speech analytics solution may have been 

to find a system for analyzing call center recordings, survey data or maybe 

social media. Autonomy’s customers are quickly moving to Autonomy Explore 

to process and analyze ALL customer interactions because they can get a 

more complete view of the customer and overcome channel biases that arise 

when analyzing a single channel or touchpoint. For instance, analyzing only call recordings creates a bias towards people 

that are more inclined to call the company rather than self-serve online. These people may have disproportionately more 

complex issues to resolve or have more difficulty getting their problem resolved through other channels. Analyzing only 

these interactions will only provide part of the voice of the customer, and not resolve the underlying problem. 

Best Practice #5: Richer Segmentation with Desktop 
Data Attached to Call Recording
Unfortunately, the phone conversation doesn’t usually include much of the customer’s personal information or transaction 

history, which would enable richer segmentation for analytics. For example, without including information from the agent’s 

desktop, an airline can uncover that most travelers don’t buy travel insurance for flights to Europe. With the agent’s 

desktop data attached to the call recording, the airline can further segment the recordings to learn that platinum members 

from the east coast are more likely to buy insurance compared with those members from the west coast, who tend to 

change their travel dates more often. This supporting customer information is regularly available from the CRM application, 

which is open on the agent’s desktop during the interaction. Integrating information from the agent’s desktop is surprisingly 

easy to do with advanced analytics applications like those from Autonomy.

Thinking Contextually in Action 
– A Large International Cable 
Operator

The customer wanted to identify the 
major issues causing customers 
to call about their monthly bills. 
Autonomy Explore identified a new 
concept (eg: issue), which had a 
negative sentiment, concerning fees 
for one of their premium channels. 
The company had recently changed 
the way packages were billed 
and customers were getting 
upset and confused, thinking the 
company was over-charging. The 
company immediately improved 
communication about pricing 
changes and notified of changes in 
the IVR, reducing calls on the issue 
and improving satisfaction.
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Best Practice #6: Staff for Success
Empower the right resources to lead the program. These resources should have something 

to gain by using the system and the competencies required to use the system and lead 

a successful implementation and roll-out. The most advanced analytics applications will 

provide human friendly automation based on intelligent understanding of the data being 

analyzed. However, although the processing power of computers far exceeds human 

capabilities, there will still be management required. The most advanced systems will 

require fewer people to provide better quality insight and help extend the value beyond the 

contact center, to enterprise Business Discovery. 

Best Practice #7: Go Viral, Extend 
Throughout the Enterprise
Speech analytics allows you to uncover actual customer interactions that 

represent real issues your customers have with your organization. It also helps 

find opportunities for improved customer experience and profitability. The findings 

from these interactions are undeniable, and should be leveraged throughout the 

organization.

Ensure that business leaders throughout the enterprise are aware of the capabilities 

of speech analytics so they can provide support for the technology and supporting 

programs, and integrate its usage into their Business Discovery planning process.  

This will require wider management approval and cross-departmental support, but 

will help get valuable resources and a quicker ROI.

Business Discovery to Optimize the Customer
Experience
Speech analytics is valuable for identifying issues in the contact center, however, limiting it to the contact center, only 

considers a portion of all customer interactions and subsequently only provides part of the voice of the customer. 

Business Discovery is a holistic approach that supports the broader customer experience strategy. Leading companies 

are rapidly adopting Business Discovery solutions, like those supplied by Autonomy, to gain a complete understanding of 

customer trends and sentiment, based on analysis of direct and indirect interactions across audio, text, video, social media 

and more. 

This insight drives improvement to the overall customer experience, including agent performance, as well as helping with 

other areas such as product development, marketing strategy and compliance.  
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Not all Speech Analytics Solutions are the Same
Autonomy is firmly established as the leading provider of Meaning Based Computing (MBC) powered solutions for Pan-

Enterprise Search, e-Discovery and Business Discovery. Autonomy’s unique Intelligent Data Operating Layer (IDOL) 

platform enables organizations to harness the full richness of human information by extracting meaning from the mass 

of unstructured information they handle every day, which analysts estimate to constitute over 80% of all enterprise data. 

This includes email, web pages, social media, blogs, instant messaging, documents, audio and video files. It does this by 

automatically extracting the concepts within information, making it visible, understood and actionable, without the need for 

human intervention.

Most solutions offer keyword searching of call recordings or social media analysis in a silo. Keyword searching is helpful 

to identify certain interactions but will not be able to identify root cause without heavy manual manipulation of the data, 

which is costly and time consuming. Autonomy offers a highly automated, conceptual analytics Business Discovery 

application, Autonomy Explore, that brings all interactions together, for analysis, in a single system. This unique capability 

can also be leveraged in conjunction within Autonomy’s Meaning Based Marketing (MBM) solution to help organizations 

develop marketing offerings based on insight from analysis and then automatically test and optimize those offers, 

seamlessly within the MBM solution.  

Autonomy Explore is a powerful solution. It is most powerful when rolled-out effectively, leveraged across the organization, 

integrated with quality monitoring, and is used as the voice of the customer to optimize the customer experience.  

Following the 7 best practices outlined in this whitepaper will put you in a position to have a successful project and a 

major impact throughout your organization. 
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The information contained in this document represents the current opinion as of the date of publication of Autonomy Systems Ltd. 
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